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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) refers to uniquely identifiable objects and their representation in an Internet-

like structure. Internet of Things consists of integrating sensors and devices into everyday objects that are 

connected to the Internet over fixed and wireless networks. The Internet of Things vision is grounded in the belief 

that the steady advances in microelectronics, communications and information technology we have witnessed in 

recent years will continue into the foreseeable future. Objects collect information about their surroundings with 

sensors, record it, forward it or react directly to it. The prediction for IoT is that about 6.4 billion connected 

things will be in use worldwide in 2016, up 30 percent from 2015. The use of IP enables smart objects to use 

existing Internet services and applications and, conversely, these smart objects can be addressed from anywhere 

since they are proper Internet participants. The existing work on IoT has been immense and carried out in the 

fields like smart home systems, green house controlling systems, transport system, hospitals, etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of things (IoT) is the internetworking of physical devices, vehicles (also referred to as "connected 

devices" and "smart devices"), buildings and other items—embedded with electronics, software, sensors, 

actuators, and network connectivity that enable these objects to collect and exchange data. The Internet of Things 

(IoT) was “Born” between 2008 and 2009. “Internet of Things” is referred as general idea of things, especially 

everyday objects, which are readable, recognizable, locatable, addressable, and controllable via the Internet - 

whether via RFID, WI-FI, LAN, wide-area network, or other means. Everyday objects includes electronic devices 

we encounter every day, and the products of latest technological development such as home equipment, transport 

vehicles and agriculture equipment and other equipment.   

The Internet of Things consists of things that are connected to the Internet, anytime, anywhere. In its most 

technical sense, it consists of integrating sensors and devices into everyday objects that are connected to the 

Internet over fixed and wireless networks. Internet of Things is a general evolution of the Internet “from a network 

of interconnected computers to a network of interconnected objects”. The Internet of Things represents a vision 

in which the Internet extends into the real world embracing everyday objects. Physical items are no longer 

disconnected from the virtual world, but can be controlled remotely and can act as physical access points to 

Internet services. IoT is a world where physical objects are seamlessly integrated into the information network 

and where the physical objects can become active participants in network processes. Services are available to 

interact with these 'smart objects' over the Internet, query their state and any information associated with them, 

taking into account security and privacy issues. 

The Internet of Things vision is grounded in the belief that the steady advances in microelectronics, 

communications and information technology we have witnessed in recent years will continue into the foreseeable 

future. In fact – due to their diminishing size, constantly falling price and declining energy consumption – 

processors, communications modules and other electronic components are being increasingly integrated into 

everyday objects nowadays.  

IoT refers to a network of identifiable devices and machinery of all forms and sizes with the intelligence to 

connect, communicate and control or manage each other seamlessly to perform a set of tasks with minimum 

intervention. “Smart” objects play a key role in the Internet of Things vision, since embedded communication and 

information technology would have the potential to revolutionize via built-in networking capabilities they would 

be able to communicate with each other, access Internet services and interact with people. “Digitally upgrading” 

conventional object in this way enhances their physical function by adding the capabilities of digital objects, thus 

generating substantial added value. Forerunners of this development are already apparent today – more and more 

devices such as motor pumps, green house control systems, washing machines, lights, cars, televisions, laptops, 

photocopiers and other devices are being “computerized” and equipped with network interfaces. The real-time 

interpretation and analysis of data from the physical world will most likely lead to the introduction of various 
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novel technological services. 

 
 

 
The use of the word “Internet” in the catchy term “Internet of Things” which stands for the vision outlined above 

can be seen as either simply a metaphor – in the same way that people use the Web today, things are communicate 

with each other, use services, provide data and thus generate added value, postulating that an IP protocol stack 

will be used by smart things. The term “Internet of Things” was popularized by the work of the Auto-ID Center 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), which in 1999 started to design and propagate a cross-

company RFID infrastructure. 

 

II. TECHNOLOGIES FOR INTERNET OF THINGS 

From a technical point of view, the Internet of Things is not the result of a single novel technology; instead, several 

complementary technological developments provide capabilities that taken together help to bridge the gap 

between the virtual and physical world. These capabilities include: 

1) Communication and cooperation: Things have the ability to network with Internet resources or even with 

each other, to make use of data and services and update their state.  

2) Addressability: Within an Internet of Things, objects can be located and addressed via discovery, look-up 

or name services, and hence remotely controlled or configured. 

3) Sensing: Objects collect information about their surroundings with sensors, record it, forward it or react 

directly to it. 

4) Identification: Objects are uniquely identifiable. RFID, Near Field Communication and optically readable 

bar codes are examples of technologies with which even passive objects which do not have built-in energy 

resources can be identified.  

5) Actuation: Nowadays things contain actuators to manipulate their environment. These actuators can be used 

to remotely control real-world processes via the Internet. 

6) Embedded information processing: Smart objects feature a processor or microcontroller, plus storage 

capacity. These resources can be used, for example, to process and interpret sensor information, or to give 

products a “memory” of how they have been used. 

7) User interfaces: Smart objects can communicate with people in an appropriate manner (either directly or 

indirectly, for example via laptop or smartphone).  

8) Localization: Smart things are aware of their physical location, or can be located. GPS or the mobile phone 

networks are essential technologies to achieve the goal. 

 

III. THE FUTURE OF INTERNET OF THINGS  

Gartner, Inc. predicted that about 6.4 billion connected things will be in use worldwide in 2016, up 30 percent 

from 2015, and will reach 20.8 billion by 2020. It shows that in 2016, 5.5 million new things will get connected 

every day.  Aside from connected vehicles, consumer uses will continue to account for the greatest number of 

connected things, while enterprise will account for the largest spending. Gartner estimated that 4 billion connected 

things will be in use in the consumer sector in 2016, and will reach 13.5 billion in 2020. IoT is expected to connect 

20.8 billion devices to the Internet by 2020, compared with one billion users accessing the Net through personal 

computers or two billion users accessing it via phones and tablets 

Figure 1: Internet of Things 
Source: https://techmaster.vn/categories/458/p/1/arduino 
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Table 1: Internet of Things Units Installed Base by Category (Millions of Units) 
Category 2014 2015 2016 2020 

Consumer 2277 3023 4024 13509 

Business: Cross-Industry 632 815 1092 4408 

Business: Vertical-Specific 898 1,065 1276 2880 

Grand Total 3807 4902 6392 20797 

Source: Gartner Inc. (November 2015) 

In terms of hardware spending, the prediction for consumer applications will amount to $1534 billion in 2020, 

while the use of connected things in the enterprise will drive $1477 billion in 2020.  

Table 2: Internet of Things Endpoint Spending by Category (Billions of Dollars) 

Category 2014 2015 2016 2020 

Consumer 257 416 546 1534 

Business: Cross-Industry 115 155 201 566 

Business: Vertical-Specific 567 612 667 911 

Grand Total 939 1183 1414 3010 
Source: Gartner Inc. (November 2015) 

Cross-industry devices include connected light bulbs and building management systems that are mainly deployed 

for purposes of cost saving. The second class includes vertical-specific devices, such as specialized equipment 

used in hospital operating theatres, tracking devices in container ships, and many others. The task is not easy for 

India, given the fragmented nature of infrastructure development and wireless connectivity in the country. But on 

the brighter side, there are now more than two million mobile app developers in India, a number that’s expected 

to rise to three million by 2017. An increasing portion of their talents could potentially focus on IoT apps and 

innovations, says a report by Convergence Catalyst, a research and advisory firm. 

 

IV. IP ADDRESS FOR THINGS 

If, in a future Internet of Things, everyday objects are to be addressed and controlled via the Internet, then we 

should ideally not be resorting to special communications protocols as is currently the case with RFID. Instead, 

things should behave just like normal Internet nodes. In other words, they should have an IP address and use the 

Internet Protocol (IP) for communicating with other smart objects and network nodes. And due to the large number 

of addresses required, they should use the new IPv6 version with 128-bit addresses. 

The benefits of having IP-enabled things are obvious, even if the objects are not going to be made globally 

accessible but instead used in a controlled intranet environment. This approach enables us to build directly on 

existing functionality such as global interoperability, network-wide data packet delivery, data transport across 

different physical media, naming services like DNS, URL and network management. The use of IP enables smart 

objects to use existing Internet services and applications and, conversely, these smart objects can be addressed 

from anywhere since they are proper Internet participants. It is easy to use important application layer protocols 

such as HTTP. IPv6 also provides the interesting capability of automatic address configuration, enabling smart 

objects to assign their own addresses. 

At the end of 2008, Atmel, Cisco, Intel, SAP, Sun Microsystems and other companies founded the “IP for Smart 

Objects” (IPSO) corporate alliance to promote the implementation and use of IP for low-powered devices such as 

radio sensors, consumption meters and other smart objects. More specifically, the “IPv6 over Low Power Wireless 

Area Networks” (6LoWPAN) working group set up by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is addressing 

the problem of supporting IPv6 using the 802.15.4 wireless communication standard.  

In 2009, the Sigsbee Alliance announced it would be incorporating this “native IP support” into future Sigsbee 

specifications, “allowing seamless integration of Internet connectivity into each product”. ZigBee is 

communication technology is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 2.4 GHz-band radio protocol to implement physical 

and MAC layer for low-rate wireless Private Area Networks. Some of its main characteristics like low power 

consumption, low data rate, low cost, and high message throughput make it an interesting IoT enabler technology. 

 

V. INTELLIGENT THINGS AT HOME 

There are already examples of smart houses being used and the future intelligent homes are being built on these 

experiences. The present experiences tailor made, and each thing in the house has been carefully selected and 

tuned to interoperate with all the other intelligent devices.  

For instance, there are several solutions for intelligently controlling every power socket in the house thus allowing 

simple tasks like switching on and off fans and lights, and more complex ones such as fine grained management 

of electrical heaters, in order to set the ambient temperature. In the Internet of things lamps and the light bulbs are 

addressable and intelligent, and a global house management controller is able to control every single smart device. 

IoT is useful to run fine in the greenhouse monitoring system, the environment data of the greenhouse can transfer 

reliably, and the control instruction sent timely.  

There will be robots taking care of the house, performing routine works like cleaning or maintenance. These are 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ZigBee
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collaborates autonomously with the house sensors, and the house control. The intelligent appliances are 

collaborates to conserve energy, and to signal need for new supplies of food, maintenance, etc. Some of which 

may be satisfied automatically by the maintenance robot. This will take away some of today’s tedious 

housekeeping activities. 

 

 
 

The house is jointly tried to maximize the comfort of each of its inhabitants by learning the individual preference 

profiles. IoT can be used to control many house devices remotely by connecting the device with Internet and 

providing the IP address to the device to control it intelligently like lights, fans, television, computers, printers, 

music systems, water pump, garden irrigation pump, green house control system, cctv, air condition, refrigerator, 

washing machine, geyser, smart bathroom, smart door, smart gate and many devices available at home and are 

converted to IoT.  Similarly, mobile robots, laptops and wireless smart devices are able to seamlessly interact 

and communicate with the environment, thereby contributing to the efficient, secure and inclusive nature of the 

societies. Elderly people and people with disabilities can find the house capable of taking charge of activities that 

today requires excessive effort or manual assistance. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Nowadays, the Internet of things (IoT) got live, the thumb rule for the future has become "anything that can be 

connected will be connected". “Smart” objects play a key role in the Internet of Things vision, since embedded 

communication and information technology would have the potential to revolutionize via built-in networking 

capabilities they would be able to communicate with each other, access Internet services and interact with people. 

Internet of Things is not the result of a single novel technology; instead, several complementary technical 

developments provide capabilities that taken together help to bridge the gap between the virtual and physical 

world. IoT is expected to connect 20.8 billion devices to the Internet by 2020, compared with one billion users 

accessing the net through personal computers or two billion users accessing it via phones and tablets. And due to 

the large number of addresses required, they should use the new IPv6 version with 128-bit addresses. There are 

smart houses being used and the future intelligent homes are being built on these experiences. There will be robots 

taking care of the house, performing routine works such as cleaning or maintenance.  
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Figure 2: Smart house with Internet of things 
Source:  http://www.cio.com 
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